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Ornament Star
On the pulse of time: beautiful ornaments combined with elegant and glossy
finishing. Everything offered in line with the highest quality standards. A must for
all lovers of great chocolate because this product is filled with delicious chocolate
pieces in two different flavors: hazelnut and milk cream. The tin is very suitable for
storing large and small delicacies. All in all a perfect Christmas highlight!

Wooden Horse
Windel stands for a wide variety of gift ideas, ranging from the popular classics to
innovative packaging of sweets, constantly presenting the tradition in a new way.
Then as now, the wooden horse is one of the real classics for children under the
Christmas tree. So perhaps this one will bring back memories... The wooden
horses are beautiful, simple and of high quality and come in 2 different colours.
The delicious chocolate and chocolate pieces with milk cream filling are
guaranteed to be snacked on in no time - no one can resist.

Reversible Plush
Parents and grandparents want to make their children and grandchildren at
Christmas happy with a sweet gift. The reversible plush is for playing, collecting
and cuddling. It can be turned over in no time and displays the mood throughout
different faces. These cute and high quality plush figures combined with fruit gums
and delicious chocolate promise to be a successful surprise.

Put-up-Calendar Townhouse
Windel offers the widest range of chocolate-filled advent calendars and is well
known for calendars in various shapes, sizes and designs. This nostalgic
townhouse can be opened and a beautiful scene of the inside appears. The advent
calendar is filled with 75g milk chocolate and is designed and manufactured with
care and great attention to detail.
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